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1 Introduction 
During the last years discrete choice models became standard in vanous 
economic disciplines. Because of their ability to represent the choice from 
discrete and qualitative alternatives they are valuable instruments in areas 
like 
• transportation research, 
• regional science, 
• labor economics, 
• marketing, and 
• public relations. 
In transportation research they are used for modelling modal split and 
route choice decisions. Regional science uses them in the context of location-, 
migration-, commuting decisions, decisions in the housing market ( e.g. the 
choice between owned and rented housing). In labor economics discrete 
choice models are used for modelling decisions concerning career and par-
ticipation. Recent applications in marketing analyse the factors influencing 
consumer decisions, chances of new products, brand choice, etc. 
The aim of this paper is twofold. First it gives a brief introduction to 
theory and application of discrete choice models (section 2). The second aim 
is to describe the usage of-the two SAS-procedures MNLOGIT and BPRO-
BIT, which were developed by the author (section 3). These programs can be 
used like any standard prodedures of the "statistical analysis system" (SAS). 
Besides estimation of the multinomial logit model (MNLOGIT) and the bi-
nary probit model (BPROBIT) they provide the usual tests of parameters 
and goodness of fit, allow linear and constant restrictions and can output 
the estimates, the variance-covariance-matrix and residuals. The connection 
with SAS allows the usage of all data manipulations, matrix operations and 
statistic procedures of this system for discrete choice modelling. 
2 Discrete choice models 
This section gives a brief introduction to theory and application of discrete 
choice models. However, it focuses on these aspects, which are essential for 
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using MNLOGIT and BPROBIT, and does not want to provide a detailed 
and comprehensive discussion of this family of models. This can be found in 
e. g. Domencich and McFadden 1975, Hensher and Johnson 1981, Maddala 
1983, Aldrich and Nelson 1984, Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985. 
Moreover, in this presentation we assume that the reader knows the ba-
sics of microeconomic consumer theory, (Green 1976, Gravelle and Rees 1981, 
Henderson and Quandt 1977) and of the multivariate linear regression model 
(Johnston 1972, Maddala 197'7, Wonnacott and Wonnacott 1979). Thema-
thematical background can be found in Chiang (1974) or similar textbooks. 
2.1 Basics 
Discrete choice models assume a similar decision problem as the standard 
microecomic model of consumer behavior. In both cases the individual ( con-
sumer, household, etc.) chooses the best out of a given set of alternatives. 
In consumer theory the set of alternatives is determined by the income re-
striction. Theoretically, it contains an infinite number of alternatives. Each 
element represents a bundle of goods, i.e. can be described by a combination 
of quantities of various goods. lt is the characteristic of discrete choice mo-
dels, however, that there is only a finite number of alternatives. In the case 
of a housing model for example these alternatives might be "owned appart-
ment", "rented appartment", "owned house". Formally, this relation can be 
written as 
An= {a1,a2,a3~ ... } ai = (ql,q;,qf, ... ) (1) 
for the microeconomic consumer theory. An is the set of alternatives 
available for individual n, a denotes its elements (bundles of goods ), qf the 
quantity of good j in bundle i. 
Consumer theory usually deals with the quantities ( q) instead of the set 
A and its elements. For a discussion of the parallels and differences between 
consumer theory and discrete choice models the second version is preferable. 
In both cases the evaluation of alternatives is based on a utility function. 
The utility of an alternative in the standard version of consumer theory is a 
function of the quantities of goods. 
(2) 
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Lancaster (1966) modifies this approach in a way that utility is defined 
by the characteristics of goods instead of the quantities (see also Green 1976, 
Gravelle and Rees 1981). The relation between the quantities of goods and 
characteristics is termed "consumption technology". Since it is irrelevant for 
this presentation, the interrelation between quantities of goods and characte-
ristics and the set of alternatives will not be discussed at all (see e.g. Gravelle 
and Rees 1981, chapter 5). We only use the result of Lancaster's analysis 
and describe the alternatives by their characteristics, which determine the 
utility of alternatives. 
(3) 
Considering this relation alone, it is more general than Lancaster's model. 
lt also applies to cases, where the concept of quantities of goods cannot be 
used. Take for example the various travel modes a person can use for journey 
to work. In the rest of the presentation we assume ·an ordinal utility function 
of type (3). 
The optimization rule in both, neoclassical consumer theory and discrete 
choice theory, is~ chooJe the ,alternative which giveJ the mazimum utility. 
To find this alternative neoclassical consumer theory uses the mathematical 
instrument of constrained optimization (see Chiang 1974, chapter 12). This 
can only been done since .one assumes a continuum of alternatives i.e. fully 
divisible goods. lt is the characteristics of discrete choices that there is a 
finite number of clearly distinguishable alternatives. Therefore the solution 
to the optimization problem can only be written as: 
(4) 
This solution is more general than the one derived from constrained op-
timization. lt holds for neoclassical consumer theory as weil. However, the 
reactions of individuals to changes in the system cannot be derived directly 
from this formulation. While in consumer theory price changes always lead 
to changes in the composition of the optimal bundle of goods, condition 
( 4) yields some reaction only when a is "overtaken" by another alternative. 
Therefore, in the case of discrete alternatives one cannot derive the demand 
structure of individuals from their observed behavior without any additional 
assumptions. 
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2.2 Random utility theory 
To solve this problem discrete choice models use a concept, which was origi-
nally developed in psychology: the concept of random utility ( see e.g. Luce 
and Suppes 1965). Random utility theory does not consider utility tobe de-
terministic but stochastic. Based on this interpretation ( 4) can be formulated 
as: 
P(an,opt = ai) = P(Un(ai) > Un(aj), ai,aj E A.., i =f j) (5) 
Equation (5) states that the probability that alternative i is optimal for 
person n, i.e. that person n chooses alternative i, is equal to the probability 
that the utility of i is greater than the utility of any other alternative in set 
A. 
The randomness of the utility can be interpreted in two different ways. 
The psychological interpretation sees it as a result of the process of reco-
gnition and evaluation done by the individual. Randomness is based in the 
individual, who is neither able to recognize the characteristics of the alter-
natives without error, nor to assign them utility measures in a deterministic 
way. According to the economic interpretation the individual evaluates the 
alternatives in a deterministic way on the basis of his utility function and 
chooses the optimal one. The analyst, however, does not have the ability "of 
'peeping into the head' of each individual" (Hensher and Johnson, 1981, p. 
30). 
Therefore he 
• does not know all relevant characteristics, and 
• does not know all socioeconomic factors influencing people's decisions. 
Moreover, the analyst 
• cannot measure the characteristics exactly, even if he knows that they 
are relevant, 
• can account for some characteristics only indirectly via proxy-variables. 
Contrary to the psychological interpretation in the economic interpre-
tation the randomness of utility results from the analyst and his restricted 
abilities. For the theoretical derivation of model structure and the estimation 
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of discrete choice models, it is more or less irrelevant which interpretation one 
follows. For the rest of the discussion we will implicitly assume the economic 
interpretation. 
The random utility concept leads to consistency between the theoreti-
cal derivation and the empirical application of discrete choice models. Since 
there are no deterministic statements made about the behavior of the in-
dividual, the theoretically derived model structure can directly be used in 
empirical applications. The limited knowledge of the analyst is taken into 
account already in theory, not - as usual - only in empirical application. 
In general the random utility can be written in the following way1 , which 
will be advantageous in section 2.4. 
(6) 
The random variable Ui is split into a deterministic part ½ which can 
be interpreted as "average utility" of the alternative, and a stochastic part 
Ei, representing the randomness of utility in terms of the deviation from the 
average. 
When using the term "average utility" one has to take into account that 
utility is measured ordinally not cardinally. As long as we do not assume 
a distribution for U - or equivalently for f - a monotonous transformation 
of U does not change the results of the model. When assuming one of the 
distributions usually applied in discrete choice modelling, random utility is 
not ordinal any longer. The result of the model, however, is invariant for 
summation and mult_iplication by a positive constant. 
By splitting the random utility in form of (6) we can separate the random 
part of utility from the part, which can be observed by the analyst. The 
specification of these two components will be discussed in section 2.4. 
The statement made by random utility theory about the behavior of 
individuals is less strict and therefore more general than that ·made by the 
deterministic theory. While ( 4) states that alternative i is optimal and will 
be ~hosen by the individual, (5) asserts only that it will be chosen with some 
probability. The actual choice is the realization of a multinomial random 
1To simplify the presentation we will denote the utility of alternative i as U,.., instead 
·of U..,(a_). The probability for choosing alternative i will be denoted as P .... instead of 
P(a..,opt = a.). . 
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variable with parameters n = 1 and p, the vector of probabilities for all 
alternatives described by (5). 
2.3 The general form of discrete choice models 
In the way (5) is formulated it is too general for direct application. Therefore, 
we have to transform it to a more useful form. Since the utilities of the 
alternatives are random variables, according to the random utility concept, 
their joint density can be written as 
(7) 
Various types of discrete choice models differ by their .assumption about 
the distribution f, or alternatively the distribution of the random component 
f. At this point, however, we do not use any specific assumption. about 
the distribution of the random utility. We just define it as a multivariate 
distribution2 • 
In the following argument we will derive the choice probability of alter-
native 1. Since the ordering of alternatives has no meaning we can always 
reorder alternatives in such a way that the one we are interested in is in po-
sition 1. Therefore, without loss of generality we can assume i = L Suppose 
for a moment that the utility of alternative 1, for which we want to determine 
the choice probability, is fixed at u;. Then the probability of choosing 1 is 
equal to the probability of the utility of all other alternatives being below 
u;. For a total of I alternatives we have: 
er u• 
P(a1IU1 = U;) = /_~ ... J_~ f(U;, U2, ... , U1)dU1 ... dU2 (8) 
This is a formal version of the verbal statement made above, namely the 
probability that the utility of all alternatives except 1 are below u;. 
Recall that we derived (8) under the assumption of a fixed value of U1. 
The overall probability of choosing alternative 1 is equal to the "summation", 
1.e. the integral of (8) over all possible values of U1 • 
Joo Ju1 Ju1 . Pi = _00 _ ·00 • • • _ 00 /(~i, U2, ... , U1 )dU1_ .. , dU1 (9) 
2For the rest of section 2.3 we will drop the index n for simpler notation. 
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Since (7) only represents the assumption of random utility in a formal 
form, (5) and (9) are equivalent. They both give the choice probability for 
a utility-maximizing individual and so represent a general version of random 
utility models. 
The deterministic choice situation of neoclassical theory is just a special 
case of (8). lt results when f degenerates to a distribution giving one for one 
point and zero otherwise. In this case the alternative maximizing utility is 
chosen ~th certainty, all other having choice probability zero. 
2.4 Special discrete choice models 
As already mentioned, the various types of discrete choice models differ by 
the distribution assumed for the stochastic part of utility. Before we will 
discuss the two most important types of models, the probit and the logit 
model, let us make a few remarks about the number of alternatives and the 
functional form of the deterministic part of utility. 
2.4.1 Binary vs. multinomial models 
Until now we did not restrict the number of alternatives in the set A. Impli-
citly, by pointing out the differences between consumer theory and discrete 
choice theory, we treated A as a set of a finte number of discrete alternati- · 
ves. However, this is not a necessary assumption for random utility based 
models. · Continuous variants of the logit model are discussed in McFad-
den (1976), Ben-Akiva and Watanatada (1981) and Ben-Akiva, ;Litinas and 
Tsunokawa (1985). Models with a finite but not a priori restricted number of 
alternatives are usually termed multinomial. Examples are location decision 
models and modal split models allowing for the alternatives "car", "public 
transport", "bicycle", "walking", etc. 
Models which allow only two alternatives, e. g. "yes" - "no", or "car" -
"public transport" are usually called binary models. They are a special case 
of multinomial models. The _distinction is of importance since some assump-
tions concerning the distribution of random utility lead to computationally 
and mathematically tractable models in the binary but not in the multi-
nomial case. Examples are the linear probability model, which will not be 
discussed here, and the probit model. Under the assumptions of the probit 
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model the integrals in (9) cannot be solved analytically. So, each additional 
alternative needs multiple computing time and the probit model therefore 
reaches its computational limits very quickly. 
2.4.2 The functional form of deterministic utility 
When applying discrete choice models it is the main aim to find the variables 
influencing the decision of individuals. This information can help answering 
questions like: how will passengers of public transport react to price changes 
or changes in travel time? How are price and quality of a product evaluated 
by consumers? How will the locational structure ·change when the demogra-
phic composition of population changes? Since these factors can be observed 
by the analyst, they are part of the deterministics component of utility. Let 
us denote the vector of characteristics of alternative i as seen by individual 
n as Zin• Since we want to derive some information about the behavior of 
a group of people rather than individmµs, we have to take into· account the 
heterogeneity of people and its influence on their behavior. We postulate 
that heterogeneity is represented weil enough by the socioeconomic charac-
teristics, denoted by Sn• 
Thus, the deterministic part of utility an individual n ascribes to alter-
native i can be written as: 
(10) 
To derive a generally applicable result we defi.ne a vector of explanatory 
variables Xin• lt resülts from the characteristics of alternatives and the so-
cioeconomic characterisiics of individuals in the following way: 
(11) 
X are the variables which are actually used in the estimation while g 
denotes all the transformations, the analyst performs with the original data. 
These transformations are usually based on theory or special features of 
data. In the most simple way g assignes one characteristic of the alternatives 
to one element of X. However, this function also allows taking the square 
or the logarithm of original data, or constructing "interaction terms" by 
multipying one characteristic with another or with a socioeconomic variable. 
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In SAS these transformations are worked out in the DATA STEP. We will 
come back to this point in section 2.6 and discuss some special features of 
discrete choice models. 
While the function g is determined by the analyst, it is the relation bet-
ween the deterministic part of utility and X we want to estimate. To do 
so, however, we have to specify the functional form of this relationship. By 
far the most often used form is "linear in parameters". If we denote the 
parameters by ß and their nu,mber by K, this can be written as: 
K 
Vin = L ß1tXinlt or in matrix form: Vin = Xinß (12) 
k=l 
The parameters ß are unknown and have to be estimated from observed 
behavior (see section 2.5). lt is important to note that (12) does not necessa-
rily mean a linear relationsb.ip between the deterministic part of utWty and 
the characteristics and socioeconomic variables. By the appropriate choice 
of g the analyst can introduce nonlinearities and interactions and test their 
validity. 
The functions (11) and (12) or (10) respectively, which link the charac-
teristics of alternatives and the socioeconomic characteristics of individuals 
with deterministic utility, are assumed to be identical for all individuals and 
alternatives. This is not only a statistical necessity ( degrees of freedom), 
but is justified also on theoretical grounds, since we are interested in the 
aggregate behavior of a group of individuals. Also for the socioeconomic 
characteristics of the individuals we cannot expect to know their influence 
perfectly. Therefore the random component includes unobserved variations 
between individuals as weil. To summarize, "the utility an individual n assigns 
to an alternative i can be written as: 
(13) . 
X is defined by (11 ). The choice probabilities of alternative i result from 
(5) or (9). 
2.4.3 The binary probit model 
Because of the problems mentioned above this presentation is restricted to 
the binary probit model. Also the SAS procedure BPROBIT can handle the 
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binary case only. 
Let us denote the two alternatives in the choice set A as i and j. Inserting 
(13) into (5) yields the following simple form of choice probability. 
(14) 
Equation (14) holds for all binary discrete choice model, not only for the 
binary probit model. lt shows that it is not the absolute value of explana-
tory variables which determines the choice probabilities, but their difference 
between alternatives. Therefore, adding a constant to the utilities of both 
alternatives leaves the inequality and the choice probabilities unaffected. 
To obtain the probit model one has to assume that fin and fjn are bivariate 
normally distributed with mean zero, variances o} and uJ and covariance CTij· 
lt results from the properties of the normal distribution - the difference 
of two normally distributed random variables is normally distributed - that 
(14) can be written as: 
(15) 
with 
cI> denotes the cumulative density of -the standardized normal. Since the 
bivariate distribution could be reduced to an univariate one, evaluation of 
(15) is just a problem of looking up the tables of the normal distribution. 
However, in multivariate versions of the probit model the integral in (9) has 
tobe evaluated numerically. 
Since the parameter vector ß as weil as the scalar u are unknown, the 
elements of ß can only be estimated when u has been fixed to some positive 
value, usually one. Therefore, one can interpret the estimated parameters 
only • in relation to each other, not in absolute terms. This is similar to 
the relation between marginal utility, and marginal rate of substitution in 
consumer theory. 
Based on the information about the alternative chosen by each individual 
and the matrix X the parameter vector ß can be estimated. One method 
which can be used for this task is maximum likelihood estimation based on 
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the newton-raphson-algorithm. This method is applied in the SAS procedu-
res BPROBIT and MNLOGIT and will be discussed in section 2.5. 
2.4.4 The multinomial Logit-'model 
Contrary to the binary probit-model in the multinomial logit-model there· is 
no restriction on the number of alternatives in the choice set A. Different 
individuals can even have different choice sets. 
The logit model can be derived from the assumption that the stochastic 
terms in random utility are independently identically Gumbel distributed. 
Their cumulative density is 
F(Ein < f) = exp {-exp [-µ (f - 77)]} (16) 
This distribution is also known as "double exponential" and ,;extreme 
value" - distribution. Sometimes it is confused with the Weibull distribution. 
The distribution has two parame~ers, a location parameter 7J proportional 
to the mean and a spread parameter µ, which is inversely proportional to 
the standard deviation. (For a more general discussion see Ben-Akiva and 
Lerman, 1985, Johnson and Kotz, 1970). Since f represents the deviation 
from the average utility, we set the location param.eter equal to zero. If on 
the basis of theory or the data structure we expect differences in the location 
parameters, they can be captured by alterative specific constants ( see section 
2.6). The assumption of identically distributed random variables implies the 
same value of the spread parameter for all alternatives and individuals. 
Irrespective of the ·nuniber of alternatives these distributional assumptions 
yield choice probabilities of the. following form (for the derivation of see e.g. 
Domencich and McFadden, 1975, Hensher and Johnson, 1981, Anas, 1981). 
Pin = exp(µXinß) 
I:;eA„ exp(µX;nß) (17) 
Because of the exp-function and the summation over all alternatives in the 
denominator the probabilities in (17) lie between zero and one and sum up 
to one. Moreover, the unknown spread parameter µ serves a similar purpose 
as u- in the probit-model. lt has to be set to an arbitrary positive value as 
well. However, using one is equivale:r;it to fixing the variance of the random 
term to about 1.645. When comparing estimates from binary probit- and 
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logit-models this has to be taken into account (Amemiya, 1981, Maddala, 
1983). 
Also in the multinomial logit-model the choice probabilies are determined 
by the differences in the explanatory variables. By dividing (17) by the 
expression in the nominator we get 
1 
Pin= [ ) ] I:jEA„ exp µ(Xjn - Xin ß {18) 
So, the logit-model too is invariant to the addition of a constant. Multi- . 
plying all utility terms by a positive constant yields the same result since this 
constant can be incorporated into the spread parameter. In the logit-model 
too, the estimated parameters can be interpreted only in relative terms. 
The assumption of independently distributed random terms brings about 
an important property of the logit-model, the "independence from irrelevant 
alternatives" (IIA ): lt says that the ratio of the choice probabilities of two al-
ternatives is independent from the characteristics of .other alternatives. That 
the logit-model has this property can easily be shown by forming the ratio 
of two choice probabilities defined by (17) (µ = 1 ). 
Pin _ exp(Xinß) _ [(X· _ X )ß] (l9) 
P - (X ß) - exp m Im Im exp Im 
On: the one hand, the IIA-property is a strength of the logit model since 
it allows to add new altern.atives to existing models. On the other hand, it 
restricts the model structure considerably. In the literature this is usually 
illustrated by the "red bus-blue bus" - problem (Mayberry, 1970): Suppose 
for a &pecific route there are two transport modes available, namely "car" 
and "bus". Each one is chosen with probability 0.5. Now if we add a second 
bus which differs from the first (say red) one only by color (blue), one would 
expect choice probabilities of 0.5, 0.25, 0.25. The IIA-property, however, 
implies that all three choice probabilities become 1/3. 
To fully understand the IIA property, one has to bear in mind two things: 
first, a violation of the IIA-property is caused by correlation in unobserved 
influencing factors. lt can be eliminated by incorporating factors into the 
deterministic part of utiliy, i.e. by improving the model specification. Second, 
the IIA property holds only at the level of aggregation at which the model 
has been estimated. lt does not hold on a more aggregate level, which is 
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usually of interest for prognosis. This can be illustrated by the following 
example (see Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985, pp.109). 
Suppose two transport modes, "car" and "red bus", and a populatioii 
consisting of two groups of 100 people each. The choice probabilities are as 
follows: 
group 1 group 2 expected demand 
car 0.92 0.08 100 
red bus 0.08 0.92 100 
Expected demand for both modes is 100 persons. When adding a blue 
bus, because of the IIA-property the choice probabilities change to: 
group 1 group 2 expected demand 
car 0.85 0.04 89 
red bus 0.07 0.48 55 
blue bus 0.07 0.48 55 
At an aggregate level, however, the demand for the red bus drops much 
more than the demand for car. 
Nevertheless, the IIA property of the logit model is quite restrictive and 
in practice models should al ways be tested for violations of this property ( see 
section 2. 7). If tests show that the IIA property is violated, the logit-model in 
this particular specification is inadequate for the problem at hand. However, 
it does not invalidate the use of the logit-model in general. In first place, one 
should try to better describe alternatives and individuals and to improve the 
specification of the model. 
Because of its simplicity, the logit model is by far the most often used mul-
tinomial discrete choice model. lt has been generalized in many: respects, e.g. 
to allow aggreg·ate alternatives, systems of decisions ("nested logit") or dyna-
mic processes. For details see Domencich and McFadden, 1975, Amemiya, 
1981, Hensher and Johnson, 1981, Mansky and McFadden, 1981, Maddala, 
1983, Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985. 
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2.5 Estimation 
lt was the aim of section 2.4 to establish a formal relationship between ex-
planatory variables and choice probabilities. In the case of the binary probit-
model this led to equation (15), in the case of the multinomial logit-model to 
(17). If the respective assumptions hold, these are the probabilities, which 
govern the choices of the individual. 
Since the alternatives are discrete, all we can observe is which alterna-
tive the individual chooses. Statistically the decision of the indi-~idual is a 
multinomially distributed r~ndom variable with parameters n = 1 and the 
probabilities defined by (15) or (17). The observable choice is a realization 
of this random variable. 
Let us denote the individual's choice by the vector Yn. This vector has as 
many elements as there are alternatives in the choice set of the individual. 
The element corresponding to the chosen alternative is one, all the other are 
equal zero. Let Yin be the elements of this vector, and ~n the vector with 
the i-th element equal one. Thus, 
(20) 
with M = . (LiYin)! = 1 
n 1 1 1 Ytn•Y2n• • • • Yin• 
A sim.ilar relationship can be established when there is information only 
about groups of people rather than individuals. Although, one has to assume 
that the groups are homogenous and can be de~cribed by socioeconom.ic 
variables the expressions for the choice probabilities differ from (15) and (17) 
only by the index g instead of n denoting the group. In the case of grouped 
information the vector Y gives the number of ind.ividuals in the group who 
have chosen the respective alternative. Then the probability for observing a 
specific vector Y is 
P( v ) M pYi,pY1„ pYr, i SI = SI lg 2S1 ' ' • lg (21) 
with 
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2.5.1 Maximum likelihood estimation 
Maximum likelihood is one possible criterion for determining the unknown 
parameter vector ß of the model. It is the aim to find the parameter vector, 
which gives the observed choices of the individuals with highest probability. 
When starting with an arbitrary vector b, the corresponding choice proba-
bilities can be calculated from (15) and (17) for the probit- and lo&it-model 
respectively. Based on these estimated choice probabilities - let's denote 
them by Pin(b) - we can calculate the probability for the observable choice of 
the individual from (20). Since the choices of the individuals are independent · 
by assumption, the probability with which the vector b yields the observable 
~hoices is derived from multiplying the probabilities of the individuals. 
(22) 
n 
This is a function in band usually termed likelihood-function. lt is the aim 
of the maximum likelihood procedure to find the vector b which maximizes 
the function L*. Due to computational advantages usually the logarithm of 
the likelihood function is used in maximum likelihood estimation. Since the 
two functions are linked by a monotonous traiisformation, the vector which 
maximizes the log-likelihood function maximizes the likelihood function as 
well. The log-likelihood-function corresponding to (22) is 
(23) 
n n i 
Necessary condition for the maximum of the log-likelihood function are 
zero p.rst derivatives with respect to the elements of b. Since in the bi-
nary probit- as well as the multinomial logit-model the likelihood function 
is globally concave under quite general conditions (McFadden, 1974), this 
condition is sufficient, too. lt gives the global maximum of the likelihood 
function. However, because of the nonlinear relation between L and b, the 
optimal vector can be obtained only iteratively. We start from an initial 
vector b0 and try to improve it in each iteration. The optimal vector b, 
i.e. the maximum likelihood estimate of ß, is found when the condition for 
the maximum approximately holds. Under general conditions the maximum 
likelihood estimator is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed 
(Amemiya, 1981, Rao, 1973). The asymptotic variance-covariance-matrix 
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Figure 1: The Newton Raphson Algorithm 
can be computed as the negative inverse of the matrix of second derivatives 
of L (Hesse-matrix) at b. 
2.5.2 The newton-raphson-algorithm 
An important problem in maximum likelihood estimation is the determina-
tion of the vector b for the next iteration. The newton-raphson-algorithm is 
one of many available procedures for this task. 
The principle of the algorithm is illustrated by the figure 1. L is the 
likelihood function to be max:imized. L' is its first derivative. We start at 
the initial value b0 and calculate first and second derivative at this· point (L~ 
and L~). Since the value of the first derivative is different from zero, we can 
find a better value of b. We approximate the function L' by a straight line: 
y = L~(b - b0 ) + L~ 
The improved estimate for b (b1 ) is found where (24) equals zero. 
L' 





At this improved estimate again we can compute first and second deriva-
tives and a new estimate, if necessary. 
This simple structure is valid only in the case of one parameter. Denoting 
with d the vector of first derivatives and H the matrix of second derivatives, 
the general version of (25) is: 
(26) 
Usually the newton-raphson-algorithm converges quite fast to the opti-
mal vecto~ b. In some cases .- e.g. when starting from a value much below bo-
in figure 1 - the algorithm can diverge, which in turn results in computatio-
nal problems. Therefore, a maximum likelihood program using the newton-
raphson-algorithm should provide tools to avoid these problems. How this is 
done in the SAS procedures BPROBIT and MNLOGIT will be discussed in 
chapter 3. 
2.6 Data structures of discrete choice models 
The basic proper:ties of cµscrete choice models we have discussed above imply 
some specific features with regard to the structure of explanatory variables. 
Violation of these features yields singlularities aild the estimation program 
will abort. · 
Most important is the fact that only the differences in explanatory va-
riables determine the choice probabilities. Variables, which are constant over 
the alternatives always yield difference zero and therefore no parameters can 
be estimated. This relates to socioeconomic variables and an overall constant 
as used in regression analysis. 
For example, if we specify the data structure of a binary mode-choice 
model with alternatives "car" and "bus" in the following form the parameters 
ßo and ß3 cannot be estimated. This structure is equivalent to the hypothesis 
that the choice probabilities for both alternatives react in the same way to 
changes in income and the constants. This contradicts the condition that 
the choice probabilities sum to one. 
(27) 
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alt. ßo ß1 ß2 ß3 
car 1 TTc TCc INC 
bus 1 TTn TCn INC 
TT ... travel time, TC ... travel cost, INC ... income 
An estimable variant of d,ata structure (27) is the following one. 
(28) 
alt. ßo ß1 ß2 ß3 
car 1 TTc TCc INC 
bus 0 TTn TCn 0 
Here, ßo is a so-called alternative specific constant, measuring the auto-
nomous preference for the car-alternative. The parameter ß3 represents the 
hypothesis that high income groups prefer to go by car. 
Although alternative specific constants can considerably improve the fit 
of the model, in explanatory -terms they contain unspecified influences ( e. 
g. comfort of car ). To improve the quality of the model not only in sta-
tistical but explanatory terms as weil, these influences are better introduced 
explicitly into the model. lt is important to note that only for I - 1 alterna-
tives, rather than all J, alternative specific constants and alternative specific 
socioeconomic variables can be specified. A full set is equivalent to a gene-
ral constant or socioeconomic variable and leads to the problems discussed 
above. The variables travel time and travel cost in (27) and (28) are generic 
variables, for which there are measures available for all alternatives. They 
can be specified in this way, because the measures vary over the alternatives 
- at least for some individuals. However, in (27) and (28) the parameters 
for bus-travel time and car-t.ravel time and for bus-travel cost and car-travel 
cost are a priorily restricted to identical values. This a priori restriction can 
be avoided by a data structure of the following form. 
(29) 
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alt. ßo ßi ß2 ß3 ß4 ßs 
car 1 TTc 0 TCc 0 INC 
bus 0 0 TTB 0 TCB 0 
lt allows for different coefficients for car- and bus-travel time and -cost. 
Then the hypothesis contained in (28) can be tested by statistical means. 
The literature sometimes distinguishes between the multinomial logit mo-
del as presented in section 2.4.4 and_the so-called "conditional logit model". 
In the latter the parameter values are assumed to vary over alternatives. 
Equation (12) has to be substituted by 
(30) 
In fact, the two models are identical and they can be transformed into 
one another by the corresponding definition of the data structure. So, they 
can be estimated by the same computer program as weil. If the measures 
of the explanatory variable vary over the alternatives, (30) can be estimated 
by the use of the data structure we have applied in (29) for travel time and 
travel cost. If they don't vary over the alternatives, again we cannot identify 
a full set of para.meters. In this case the data structure is of the following 
form. 
(31) 
alt. ßi ß2 ß3 ß4 ßs ß6 ß1 ßs 
1 Xi X:i X3 X4 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 Xi X2 X3 X4 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
In the binary case this ·data structure reduces to 
(32) 
alt. ßi ß2 ß3 ß4 
1 Xi X2 X3 X4 
2 0 0 0 0 
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We will come back to the structure (32) when describing the SAS proce-
dure BPROBIT, in particular option EINZEIL. 
When using SAS, our input data are not necessarily in the form of these 
data structures. They can be obtained by transformations in the DATA 
STEP. For these manipulations, however, it is necessary that the input data 
contain variables coding individuals and alternatives. Moreover, besides ex-
planatory variables every estimation routine requires information about the 
vector Y, i.e. about which alternatives are in the choice set and which one 
has been chosen. 
2. 7 Statistics and tests 
Two groups of tests and statistics can be used with discrete choice models. 
Those which apply to maxiinum likelihood estimation in general, and those 
which are specific for discrete choice models. The former group contains tests 
of the coefficient estimates and goodness of fit tests, the latter tests of IIA 
in the logit model. 
Of course, we cannot discuss hypothesis testing in any detail here. Refer, 
for example, to Blake, 1979, Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1979, Judge, Grif-
fiths, Hill and Lee, 1980 . . Presentations focused on discrete choice models can 
be found in Domencich and McFadden, 1975, Hens_her and Johnson, 1981, 
Maddala, 1983, Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985. 
2.7.1 The asymptotic t-test 
As already noted the maximum likelihood _estimator is asymptotically nor-
mally distributed. The negative inverse of the matrix of second derivatives, 
computed at the maximum, provides an estimate of the variance-covariance-
matrix. 
Analogous to the t-statistic of linear regression, we can compute a t-
statistic in discrete choice models as weil. The statistic indicates whether 
the estimate differs significantly from a predetermined value - usually zero., 
Other than in linear regression the distribution of the maximum likelihood 
estimator holds only asyrµptotically. Therefore, percentiles of the standard 
normal distribution are used as critical values. 
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If we denote the estimated coeflicient as b,., its standard error as s,., and 
the null hypothesis as b,., the t-statistic can be calculated from 
b,. - b„ 
t,. = -- (33) s„ 
If this value is larger than the percentile of the standard normal distri-
bution at the chosen level of significance, we reject the hypothesis that b„ is 
the true value of b,.. For a level of significance of 5 
2. 7.2 The likelihood ratio test 
The likelihood ratio test is a very flexible tool in maximum likelihood estiina-
tion. lt can be used for testing hypotheses about one coeflicient or a group 
of coeflicients and for testing the fit of the model. The test compares an 
"unrestricted" to a "restricted" model, where the latter is derived from the 
unrestricted model by imposing the hypothesis to be tested. For example, 
we can impose the hypothesis discussed above, namely that b„ is the true 
value of b,.. Alternatively we can hypothesize that all coeflicients are zero si-
multaneously. In the latter case the likelihood ratio test serves as a goodness 
of fit indicator. 
If we denote the likelihood of the unrestricted model by L( bu) and that 
of the restricted model by L(bR), the likelihood-ratio-statistic is defined as 
LR = -2[L(bR) - L(bu )] (34) 
If the ·null hypothesis is true LR is asymptotically chi-square distribu-
ted _with R degrees of freedom, where R is the number of the restricted 
coeflicients. The critical value can be looked tip in a standard table of the 
chi-square distribution at R degrees of freedom and the chosen level of signi-
ficance. If LR is larger than the tabulated value we reject the null hypothesis 
otherwise we accept it. 
The SAS procedures BPROBIT and MNLOGIT automatically output on 
LR-measure. There the initial parameter values. are used for the restricted 
model. If the user doesn't specify any initial values (see section 3.3, options 
BSTART and BSAS), estimation starts from a vector of zeros and the LR-
ineasure provides a goodness of fit indicator. Alternatively to the t-test the 
likelihood ratio test can be used to test parameters for significance. They 
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give identical results concerning the null hypothesis. Since the likelihood ratio 
test requires a second, restricted, estimation, while t-values can be obtained 
directly, the latter is usually prefered for this purpose. 
However, for the test of more complex hypotheses the likelihood ratio 
test is a quite flexible and useful instrument. Suppose we want to test the 
hypothesis of alternative specific differences in the coefficients of generic va-
riables (see section 2.6). To test model (28) against the more general model 
(29) we only have to insert the maximum log-likelihood measure of model 
(28) for L(bR) and that of model (29) for L(bu) into (34). The resulting 
LR-measure has to be compared to the tabulate_d chi-square value for two 
degrees of freedom at the chosen level of significance. lt is es_sential to note, 
that the restricted model is derived from the unrestricted model by imposing 
the hypothesis. 
2.7.3 Goodness of fit measures 
In the linear regression model R2 is• a meaningful indicator for the fit of the 
model. For non-linear models like logit- and probit-models a similar indicator 
(rho-square) is available. However, other than R2 it cannot be interpret.ed as 
"percentage explained". Rho-square is defined as 
2 L(b) 
P = l - L(O) (35) 
where L(O) is the log-likelihood with all coefficients equal zero. 
Rho-square doesn't . account for the loss in degrees of freedom which is 
inclined in the addition · of explanatory variables. This is corrected by the 
following indicator, usually called "corrected rho-square" . 
2 L(b) - K 
P = 1 - L(O) (36) 
Both measures are computed by the SAS procedures BPROBIT and MN-
LOGIT. However, in non-linear models there is no statistical guideline for 
which values of rho-square indicate a satisfactory fit of the model. So, the 
( corrected) rho-square index is inost valuable for comparing competing spe-
cifications of one model. 
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2. 7.4 Tests of the IIA - property 
As already discussed in section 2.4 the formal structure of the logit-model 
implies the IIA-property. lt results from the assumption of independent 
identically distributed random terms in the utility. Whether this assump-
tion holds depends on the structure of the choice problem as weil as on the 
structure of the deterministric part of utility, since it implicitly determines 
which influences make up the random part. Therefore, IIA-tests always test 
the model str~cture as well an·d a violation of the IIA-property may indicate 
errors in the specification. 
Since IIA implies that the ratio of two choice probabilities does not de-
pend on the availability of any other alternative, we can eliminate alternati-
ves from the set of ctlternatives and nevertheless obtain estimates which are 
statistically identical. This principle is used by the IIA-tests. 
We denote by A* a subset of the set of alternatives A and estimate the 
model with both sets. By restricting to A * we not only eliminate some 
alternatives for each individual, but also-eliminate those individuals who 
have chosen one of the eliminated alternatives. Moreover, we cannot estimate 
coefficients for alternative specific variables for eliminated alternatives with 
the restricted choice set: Therefore, from the two estimations we obtain 
parameter vectors of different length. 
Denote by bA· the result when using the restricted choice set and by bA 
that part of b, which is contained in bA. as well. The respective variance-
covariance matrices are EA• and EA. The latter again is a submatrix of the 
one obtained from esimation. Hausman and McFadden (1984) show, that 
under the hypothesis b A. = b A the statistic . 
(37) 
is asymptotically chi-square distributed with K* degrees of freedom, where 
K* is the number of elements in bA•· 
An alternative test based on the likelihoqd-ratio~concept has been develo-
ped by McFadden, Tye and Train (1977) and by Small and Hsiao (1982) (see 
also Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). This statistic uses the log-likelihood-
values at bA• and bA (LA•(bA• ), LA•(bA)) computed for the _.restricted choice-
set. 
lt is defined as 
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(38) 
NA and NA• denote the number of individuals ( or groups) in the two data 
sets. a results from comparing the two variance-covariance matrices, Small 
and Hsiao suggest the use of a = 1. 
Again (38) is asymptotically chi-square distributed with K* degrees of 
freedom. For an application of this statistic see Ben-Akiva aned Lerman, 
1985, pp. 186. Since from the SAS procedure MNLOGIT estimated coef-
ficients and variance-covariance-matrices can easily be output to SAS data 
sets and since SAS provides an instrument for matrix operations (PROC 
MATRIX), statistic (37) can easily be used for testing IIA in connection 
with MNLOGIT. 
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3 How to use the SAS procedures BPROBIT 
and MNLOGIT 
The SAS procedures BPROBIT and MNLOGIT can be used for estimating 
binary probit and multinomial logit models. An advantage of SAS procedures 
as compared to stand alone programs is the availability of the powerful DATA 
STEP commands and the procedures of SAS. BPROBIT and MNLOGIT 
are designed to be as general and easy to use as pos'sible. Modification of 
the data structure (see section 2.6), specification of restrictions etc. must be 
provided by the user via appropriate manipulations in the SAS DATA STEP. 
With this concept we aim at the user understanding the estimation process 
and reaching results by formulating hypotheses instead of trying out various 
specifications. However, this does not imply that any extensive preparations 
are necessary for the use of BPROBIT and MNLOGIT. The user only has 
to ensure the requirements discussed in section 2.6. 
Since the procedures BPROBIT .and MNLOGIT are quite similar in use, 
we describe them jointly. The following description is divided into four sec-
tions namely "procedure call and passing of variables" (3.1 ), "results" (3.2), 
"options" (3.3), and "parameters" (3.4). · 
We use the following syntax: 
• Capital letters underlined: These parts must be used exactly in 
this way. 
• Capital letters, not underlined: If a word is partly underlined, 
partly not, the · underlined part can be used as an abreviation for the 
whole word. (e.g.: VARIABLES). If no pa.rt of the word is underlined it 
is part of the output of the procedure ( e.g.: RHO-SQUARE). 
• Lower case letters: These parts may be specified by the user ( e.g. 
options, parameters). Underlined parts have tobe specified. 
• Semicolon {;): denotes the end of a SAS statement. lt is required by 
SAS. 
Details about the syntax of_ SAS, particularly about the DATA STEP 
commands can be found in the SAS publications "SAS Introductory Guide" 
and "SAS User's Guide". 
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3.1 Procedure call and passing of variables 
The procedures BPROBIT and MINLOGIT are called by the keyword PROC 
and the respective name. Then, optionally files, options and parmeters can 
be specified. 
So, BPROBIT is called by 
PROC BPROBIT files options parameters; 
MNLOGIT by 
PROC MNLOGIT files options parameter; 
Files can be input files as weil as output files for coefficient estimates, va-
riance covariance matrix, and the estimated choice probabilities (plus inclu-
sive values in the case of MNLOGIT, inverse mill's ratios in the case of 
BPROBIT). For all these files default ;names exist. Default input file is the 
last SAS data set used. If another file contains the input data it can be 
specified by 
DATA= name of input file 
How to specify the output files will be explained along with the respective 
option. 
A . second command passes the variables. lt starts with the keyword 
VARIABLES. Since there is no model statement with these procedures, the 
variables have to be passed in a predetermined sequence. For each alter-
native in the choice set of an individual ( a group of individuals) one data 
record is expected. The records describing the alternatives of an individual 









alternative I . 
alternative 1 
If necessary, the data can be brought into this sequence by the SAS 
procedure SORT. An exception for BPROBIT and data structure (32) will 
be described in section 3.3. The number and sequence of alternatives is• 
irrelevant in MNLOGIT. So, "alternative 1" may be "car" for individual 1 
but "bus" for individual 2. 
The VARIABLES statement for BPROBIT is . 
VARIABLES choice var1 var2 var3 ... , 
for MNLOGIT 
VARIABLES indiv choice var1 var2 var3 ... ; 
var1 , var2, var3, . . . are the explanatory variables to be used in the 
estimation. For each one a coefficient is estimated by maximum likelihood. 
The structure of the estimation program neither restricts the number of ex-
planatory variables, nor the numbers of individuals or alternatives. The esti-
mation is restricted only by the amount of information available ( degrees of 
freedom) and the memory available in the computer. However, the numbers 
of individuals and alternatives doesn 't influence the memory requirements. 
Of course, at least one explanatory variable is needed. For choice the user 
has to substitute the variable which identifies whether an alternative has 
been chosen or not. In the first case this variable is one, otherwise zero. 
When grouped data are used, the variable teils, how often the alternative 
has been chosen. 
An additional variable, indiv, is necessary for MNLOGIT. lt indicates 
the individual (group of individuals in the case of aggregated data) whom 
the data records belongs to. For BPROBIT this information is irrelevant 
since two alteratives are required. The only purpose of indiv is to identify 
the change from one individual to the next (by a change in indi v ). If the 
values of indi v are not in increasing orders, MNLOGIT outputs a warning. 
Just .so, when there is only one alternative for some individual. Hawever, 
estimation isn 't aborted in this case. These warnings are also _very likely to 
occur when the user misspecifies indiv. 
When there is a missing value in the input file the respective data record 
is eliminated from estimation. In the binary case this is equivalent to the 
elimination of that individual. When the option MGES is specified also in the 
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multinomial case the individual as a whole is eliminated when detecting a 
missing value. 
A third, optional, statement is the ID statement. lt is used for pas-
sing variables to the output file containing estimated probabilities ( see the 
description of option SPROB below). The form of the statement is 
ID idvar1 idvar2 idvar3 ••••• ; 
Variables identifying the data records can be transferred from the input 
to the output file. This is an important feat~re when for further processing 
the data records of the output file have to be in an other sequence than the 
input file. 
3.2 Results 
According to SAS standards estimation results ar·e output to the LISTING-
file, warnings and errors to the SASLOG-file. 
The first information output are the INTITIAL VALUES OF BETA, If the 
user neither explicitly - · by options BSTART or BSAS - nor implicitly - by a 
restriction - defines intial values the procedures start from zero. At this point 
all alternatives are equally likely for all individuals. The initial values of beta 
are important to know, since the LOG-LIKELIHOOD-START is computed for this 
point. lt, in turn, influences the likelihood-ratio-index and the RHO-SQUARE-
statistics. 
For each iteration the procedures produce intermediate results, namely 
DELTA BETA and the value of the LOG-LIKELIHOOD. DELTA-BETA is the average 
change of the estimates in the iteration. lt is compared to the criterion 
of convergence for determining whether the maximum of the log-likelihood 
function has been reached. The criterion of convergence can be set by the 
parameter LIMIT. If the procedure reaches a value of DELTA BETA below the 
criterion of convergence one additional iteration is performed in order to 
adjust the first and second derivatives. 
If the procedure aborts with FORTRAN-Error the intermediate results 
give valuable information for error detection and correction. Figure 3.4 in 
the Appendix gives an example of intermediate results for MNLOGIT. 
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lf the procedure ends the iterations, it starts a new page and outputs eit-
her CONVERGENCE REACHED (DELTA BETA feil below the convergence criterion) 
or NO CONVERGENCE REACHED (maximum number of iterations reached). 
Then starts the output of final results. Both procedures first list the name 
of the dependent variable,_ MNLOGIT additionally the name of the grouping 
variable. For .each estimated coefficient the procedure gives the name of the 
variable, BETA, T-VALUE, SLOPE of the log-likelihood function, standard error 
(STD. ERR. ) and the probabili ty of the true coefficient being zero (PROB) • . For 
the interpretation of standard error and t-value see section 2.7. 
Next both procedures provide information about: 
NUMBER GROUPS, this is the number of individuals or groups which are distin-
guished, 
NUMBER OBS., the number of data records read, 
NUMBER CASES, this is the number of degrees of freedom in the data set. Since 
all choice probabilities have to sum to one, this is the number of obser-
vations minus the number of groups. 
MISSING VALUES, gives the number of data records excluded due to the mis-
sing val ues. · 
Additionally, MNLOGIT gives the maximum number of alternatives 
(MAX. NUMB. ALT.) in the choice set of an individual or group. These measu-
res indicate whether the data have been used as planned. Errors, e.g. in the 
group~ng variable of MNLOGIT, should show up in these measures. Howe-
ver, we warn the user to judge solely on the basis of these measures. For 
checking the data in detail they have to be listed by the SAS statement 
PROC PRINT. 
Next, the prodedures give the value of the log-likelihood function at the 
START of the estimation (i.e. at the initial values of beta) and at the END. 
LR-TEST (likelihood-ratio-test) gives the value of statistic (34 ). However, if no 
convergence has been reached, the log-likelihood at the end of the estimation 
isn't the maximum one. This invalidates the likelihood-ratio-statistics. 
The procedures output the RHO-SQUARE (35) and RHO-SQ. CORR. (36) 
measures as weil. When there is no convergence reached, these indicators 
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are invalidated too. Usually the Rho-square statistics give defective values 
in the case of grouped data. Due to the way they calculate the Log-likelihood-
values, the procedures BPROBIT and MNLOGIT give correct rho-square-
measures with both, individual data and grouped data. An example of the 
final results produced by MNLOGIT can be found in figure 3.4 in the ap-
pendix. 
3.3 Options 
The options PROB, COVAR, BSTART, BSAS, EST, SPROB, SCOV, SCREEN, ITER and 
ERRORS are available for both procedures. Additionally BPROBIT contains 
the option EINZEIL, MNLOGIT the option MGES. All will be explained in the 
sequel. 
E_ROB: This option outputs observed and predicted frequencies and their dif-
ference {residuals) to the LISTING-file. The residuals are visualized in 
a simple plot diagram. The scale of it is determined by the maximum 
number of individuals in a group (i.e. one in the case of individual 
data). 
With MNLOGIT the option PROB also gives "inclusive values". They 
are the logarithm of the denominator of (17) and needed for combi-
ning estimations in "nested logit"-rriodels (for details see Hensher and 
Johnson, 1981, Maier and Fischer, 1985, Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). 
BPROBIT instead outputs the "inverse of the mills ratio" (see Mad-
dala, 1983), which is useful for estimating truncation or self-selection 
models. 
Figur 3.4 in the appendix gives an example for the output of option 
PROB in MNLOGIT. 
COVAR or QOVAR: This option transfers the variance-covariance-matrix to the 
LISTING-file. lt shows interdependencies between coeflicients and is 
needed for some tests. Figure 3.4 in the appendix shows an example. 
ß_START: This option instructs the procedures to read. in the initial values of 
beta from a file. (FORTRAN file number 19). This file has tobe linked 
to SAS by the appropriate operating system command. With CMS the 
appropriate statement is 
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CMS FILEDEF 19 DISK fn ft fm; 
where fn, ft, and fm denote filename, filetype, and filemode. Option 
BSTART without the linking of a file aborts the program. 
Figure 3.4 in the appendix shows an example. 
BSAS: This option serves a similar purpose as BSTART. Instead of a CMS-file 
BSAS reads the initial values of the coeflicients from a SAS data set. 
The name of the SAS data set has to l?e provided by 
ESTIN= name 
in the PROC-statement. Default value for ESTIN is an empty data set. 
Thus, when using the option BSAS without specifying ESTIN estimation 
starts from the default values (zero). 
E_ST: This option outputs the estimated coeflicients to a SAS file. Thus, they 
are directly available for further processing with SAS. Two variables are 
generated, . namely. "NAME", the variable name corresponding to the 
coeflicient, and "EST", the value of the coeflicient. Default name of the 
output file is "EST". The user can define another name by specifying 
EST = file name 
A PROC PRINT output of an EST-file can be found in figure 3.4 in 
the appendix. 
SPROB: This option outputs observed and predicted frequencies, and either 
inclusive values (MNLOGIT) or inverse mills ratios (BPROBIT) to a 
SAS-file. If an ID statement is available, these variables are added to 
the SAS-file. Default name of the output file is "RESID". lt can be 
changed by 
RESID = file name 
A PROC PRINT output of a RESID-file can be found in figure 3.4 in 
the appendix. 
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SCOV: This option outputs the variance-covariance-matrix to a SAS-file. An 
extra variable "NAME" is generated, giving the name of the respective 
coeflicient. Default name of the output file is "COV". lt can be changed 
by 
COV = :file name 
A PROC PRINT output of a COV-file can be found in figure 3.4 in the 
appendix. 
~INZEIL: This option is available for BPROBIT only. lt is used for estimating 
models with data structure (32), when only the first (non-zero) line is 
provided in the data. In this case BPROBIT reads only one record per 
individual and generates the second one internally. The option should 
not be used with grouped data, since the second line contains some 
extra information in this case. 
M_GES: This option is available only for MNLOGIT. With this option a missing 
value leads to the exclusion of the individual as a whole rather than 
just the respective data record. 
SCREEN: When specifying this option the procedures BPROBIT and MN- · 
LOGIT output the intermediate results of estimation (DELTA-BETA, 
L0G-LIKELIH00D) to a CMS file (FORTRAN file number 16). With 
the CMS-statement 
CMS FILEDEF 16 TERMINAL; 
this output can be redirected to the screen and the user can control 
the intermediate results of estimation. This is particularly useful when 
estimation might diverge. Also with large data sets (long computing 
time) int~ractive control has proved to be_ helpful. When the option 
SCREEN is used without the CMS-statement the information is written 
to disk. 
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ITER: With this option the coeflicient estimates are output after each itera-
tion. This information is helpful when estimation diverges or produces 
a singular matrix of second derivatives. The coeflicient estimates can 
help to identify the source of the problem. 
ERRORS: The most likely computational problems to occur with BPROBIT 
and MNLOGIT are overflow and underflow errors when computing the 
EXP-function. Since this function is computed very often each attempt 
to avoid this FORTRAN-error has a serious impact on computing time. 
However, when this error occurs FORTRAN doesn't abort but sets 
the result of the EXP-function to a very large value (overfl.ow) or to 
zero (underflow). Since in this application the default action is fully 
acceptable BPROBIT and MNLOGIT just suppress the information 
provided by these FORTRAN error routines (which seriously hampers 
the readability of the program output ). 
With the option ERRORS the user can avoid this default action and gets 
access to the full information of the error routines after EXP:-overflow 
and EXP-underflow. This is helpful when other FORTRAN errors 
occur which are possibly the result of a previous EXP-error. With the 
option ERRORS the full sequence of FORTRAN errors can be inspected. 
With the usual applications of BPROBIT and MNLOGIT there should 
be lit.tle need for the option ERRORS. Also other FORTRAN errors 
usually should not occur. The option ERRORS has just been included to 
give the user access to the full information of FORTRAN error routines. 
3.4 Parameters 
In parameters there is no difference between BPROBIT and MNLOGIT. 
Available are: MAXIT, LIMIT, INVERT, STEP, and RESTRICT. All require nu-
merical parameter values. _They are used in the following form: 
parameter name = parameter value 
MAXIT: This parameter sets the maximum number of iterations. Default value: 
20 
Example: MAXIT = 10 
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LIMIT: This parameter sets the criterion of convergence, to which DELTA BETA 
is compared. Default value: 0.0001. 
Example: LIMIT = O. 00001 
INVERT: This parameter sets a limit which is used during inverting the matrix 
of second derivatives. If a value used during invertation is below the va-
lue defined by INVERT, the procedures stop with the message INVERSION 
CRITERION REACHED. This avoids a program abort with FORTRAN 
error. However, it very likely indicates an error in the data structu.re 
(see section 2.6), e.g. socioeconomic variables used in a generic way. 
Default value is 0.0001. 
Example: INVERT = O. 002 
~TEP: This parameter sets the maximum st_ep length for .the newton-raphson-
algorithm. If DELTA BETA exceeds the maximu:m step length all coef-
ficient changes are reduced proportionately to obtain a value of DELTA 
BETA equal to the maximum step length. The direction of coefficient 
changes is retained: · 
The STEP parameter is useful when the newton-raphson-algorithm di-
verges and runs into computational problems (see section 2.5.2). This 
can be avoided by specifying the STEP parameter. Default value is the 
very large value 7.E+75. 
Example: STEP = 5 • 5 
ßESTRICT: With this parameter the coefficient of an explanatory variable can 
be restricted to one. The parameter value gives the number of the 
explanatory variable in the VARIABLES statement. If for example VAR2 
in the MNLOGIT VARIABLES statement 
VARIABLES INDIV CHOICE VARO VAR1 VAR2; 
is to be restricted, one has to specify 
34 
RESTRICT = 3 
since VAR2 1s the third explanatory variable in the VARIABLES sta-
tement. 
Restricting a coefficient to one can be used directly for models with aggre-
gate alternatives (see Hensher and Johnson, 1981). With appropriate data 
manipulations all linear and constant restrictions can be implemented by the 
parameter RESTRICT. 
Let us illustrate this point by an example: Suppose we want to estimate 
the model 
Yin = Xlinß1 + X2inß2 + Xainßa + X4inß4 
subject to the restriction 
(39) 
(40) 
We solve ( 40) for one coefficient - say ß1 - and substitute into (39). This 
yields 
R a2 -
Yin = -X1in - -X1inß2 + X2inß2 + Xainßa + X4inß4 (41) . 
a1 a1 
When we create the variables 
and (42) 
in the DATA STEP, (41) can be writt~n as 
with ßs = 1 (43) 
This model can be estimated by the use of RESTRICT. If two or more 
coefficients should be restricied to one, we add them and use this new variable 
with a coefficient restricted by the RESTRICT-parameter. 
Figure 3.4 in the appendix gives a call of MNLOGIT with all specifications 
of data sets, options and parameters. 
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Figure 2: Estimation, Intermediate Results 
MULTINOHJAL LOGIT · COPYRIGHT: GUNTHER MAIER, JIR, W · VIENNA 
-----------------------------------------------============== 
BETA· INITIAL VALUES: 
0.00000000+00 0.00000000+00 0.00000000+00 
ACTUAL PARAMETER VALUES: 































Figure 3: Estimation, Final Results 
MULTINOHJAL LOGIT · COPYRIGHT: GUNTHER MAIER, IIR, W • VIENNA 
CONVERGENCE REACHEO AFTER ITERATION 










NUMBER GROUPS 100 
NUMBER OBS. 300 
NUMBER CASES 200 
MAX. NUMB. ALT.: 3 
MISSING VALUES : 0 
LOG·LIKELIHOOO 
START : ·109.8612 
END -38.40507 





















HULTINOMIAL LOGIT • COPYRIGHT: GUNTHER MAIER, !IR, 111.J • VIENNA 
==--========================================================== 
RESIDUAL PLOT 
NR.OBS. INO NR.ALT. 1 NCL. VAL. CHOICE PROGNOSIS RESIDUAL 0 + 
1 1 1 ·14.18444 1 0.9971440 0.28559810·02 * 
2 1 2 ·14.18444 0 0.96323060·04 ·0.96323060·04 * 
3 1 3 ·14.18444 0 0.27596580·02 ·0.27596580·02 * 
4 2 1 . ·15.94341 0 0.10702250·01 ·0.10702250·01 * 
5 2 2 ·15.94341 1 0.9892769 0.10723130·01 * 
6 2 3 ·15.94341 0 0.20878410·04 ·0.20878410·04 * 
7 3 1 ·14.44305 0 0. 15462660·01 ·0.15462660·01 * 
8 3 2 ·14.44305 1 0.9818585 0.18141460·01 * 
...... 9 3 3 ·14.44305 0 0.26788070·02 ·0.26788070·02 * Q) 
,-t 10 4 1 ·19.01557 1 0.9872541 0.12745860·01 * 
..... 11 4 2 ·19.01557 0 0.10762770·01 ·0.10762770·01 * i:... 12 4 3 ·19.01557 o · 0.19830950·02 ·0.19830950·02 * 
tJ) 13 5 1 ·18.48392 1 0.5977321 0.4022679 1 * 
C: 14 5 2 ·18.48392 . 0 0.4007642 ·0.4007642 * 
..... 15 5 3 · 18.48392 0 0.15036900·02 ·0.15036900·02 * 
.µ 16 6 1 ·20.02907 0 0.49417530·01 ·0.49417530·01 *1 Ul 17 6 2 ·20.02907 1 0.9274953 0.72504700·01 I* ..... 
..:i 18 6 3 ·20.02907 0 0.23087170·01 ·0.23087170·01 * 
-
19 7 1 ·18.78333 0 0.1152160 ·0.1152160 * I . 
20 7 2 · 18. 78333 0 0.13007520·01 ·0.1300752D·Ol * a::l 21 7 3 ·18.78333 1 0.8717765 0.1282235 1 * 0 p:: 22 8 1 ·16.90697 0 o. 7309645 ·O. 7309645 * 1 p.. 23 8 2 · 16. 90697 1 0.2485351 0.7514649 1 * 
24 8 3 ·16.90697 0 0.20500380·01 ·0.20500380·01 * C: 25 9 1 · 15 .48871 0 0.6970297 ·0.6970297 * 0 
..... 26 9 2 ·15.48871 1 0.3029615 0.6970385 1 * 
.µ 27 9 3 ·15.48871 0 0.87919660·05 ·0.87919660·05 * 
0. 28 10 1 · 15 .48325 0 0.55953750·02 ·0.55953750·02 * 0 29 10 2 ·15.48325 1 0.9912784 0.87216010·02 * 
' .µ 30 10 3 ·15.48325 0 0.31262260·02 ·0.31262260·02 * ::, 31 11 1 ·15.31788 1 0.9675460 0.32453960·01 1* 
0. 32 11 2 ·15.31788 0 0.28321540·01 ·0.28321540·01 * 
.µ 33 11 3 ·15.31788 0 0.41324210·02 ·0.41324210·02 * ::, 
0 34 12 1 · 16. 93349 1 0.4585797 0.5414203 1 * 
35 12 2 · 16. 93349 0 0.5396732 ·0.5396732 * 1 
36 12 3 · 16. 93349 0 0.17470590·02 ·0.17470590·02 * .._,. 
37 13 1 · 18.01406 1 0.9768501 0.23149870·01 * 
Q) 38 13 2 · 18.01406 0 0.22787370·01 ·0.22787370·01 * 
1--1 
::, 




igure 5: Output .Option COVAR (Listing File) 
MULTINOMIAL LOGIT - COPYRIGHT: GUNTHER MAIER, IIR, IJU - VIENNA 
==============----------------------------------------------
















Figure 6: Option BSTART: Sample Program and File 
FILE: LOGTEST SAS A1 
CMS FILEDEF TEST DISK TEST DATEN A; 
CMS FILEOEF 19 DISK BETA START A; 
DATA TEST; 
INFILE TEST; 
INPUT NR !ND ALT CHOICE X1 X2 X3; 
PROC MNLOGIT BSTART; 
VARIABLES !NO CHOICE X1 X2 X3; 
FILE: BETA START A1 
2.27 -3.35 0.57 













Figure 8: Output Option SPROB (SAS Dataset 'RESID' ~ 
OBS NR !NO ALT INCL CHOICE PROGN 
1 1 1 1 -14.184 1 0.997144 
2 2 1 2 -14.184 0 0.000096 
3 3 1 3 -14.184 0 0.002760 
4 4 2 1 -15. 943 0 0.010702 
5 5 2 2 -15. 943 1 0.989277 
6 6 2 3 -15.943 0 0.000021 
7 7 3 1 -14.443 0 0.015463 
8 8 3 2 -14.443 1 0.981859 
9 9 3 3 -14.443 0 0.002679 
10 10 4 1 -19.016 1 o.98n54 
11 11 4 2 -19.016 0 0.010763 
12 12 4 3 -19-016 0 0.001983 
13 13 5 1 -18.484 1 o.59m2 
14 14 5 2 -18.484 0 0.400764 
15 15 5 3 -18.484 0 0.001504 
16 16 6 1 -20.029 0 0.049418 
17 17 6 2 -20.029 1 0.927495 
18 18 6 3 -20.029 0 0.023087 
19 19 7 1 -18.783 0 0.115216 
20 20 7 2 -18.783 0 0.013008 
21 21 7 3 -18.783 1 0.871776 
22 22 8 1 -16.907 0 0.730965 
23 23 8 2 -16.907 1 0.248535 
24 24 8 3 -16.907 0 0.020500 
25 25 9 1 -15.489 0 0.697030 
26 26 9 2 -15.489 1 0.302962 
27 27 · 9 3 -15.489 0 0.000009 
28 28 10 1 -15.483 0 0.005595 
Figure 9: Output Option scov (SAS Dataset 'COV') 
OBS NAME X1 X2 X3 
1 X1 0.17780 -0.24291 0.071553 
2 X2 -0.24291 0.40584 0.078263 
3 X3 0.07155 0.07826 0.574411 
Figure 10: Sample Program with All Options and Parameters 
CMS FILEDEF TEST DISK TEST DATEN A; 
CHS FILEOEF 19 DISK BETA START A; 
CMS FILEOEF 16 TERMINAL; 
DATA TEST; 
INFILE TEST; 
INPUT NR !NO ALT CHOICE X1 X2 X3; 
PROC .HNLOGIT 
PROB COVAR BSTART EST SPROB 
SCOV HGES SCREEN ITER ERRORS 
MAXIT=10 LIHIT=0-00001 
INVERT=0.002 STEP=5.5 RESTRICT=1 
EST=OUTEST RESIO=OUTRES COV=OUTCOV; 
VARIABLES !NO CHOICE X1 X2 X3; 
10 NR INO ALT; 
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